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TenUnit   

Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:*    

(competitions – citizens – refugees – electric– lays – award)         

1) My sister had an ……………….shock while she was changing the light bulb. 

2) Nowadays we see sports…………….held for the handicapped. 

3) Huda helps in the housework. She always………….the table for dinner. 

4) The ………………of Kuwait are generous. 

5) Many people become…………….and homeless because of wars. 

  ********************************************************************* 

Ex.No.2                                                                                        Date:………………….. 

: from a, b, c and d answerChoose the correct * 

1- According to the ……………of relativity, nothing can travel faster than the light. 

 a)theory                     b)philosophy                 c)governor                  d)judge  

 2-Ahmed Zuwail won the ………………..in 1999. 

 a)chemistry              b)Nobel Prize                 c)design                       d)mind  

 3-Shiekh Jaber Al Sabah ………………….to the development of Kuwait. 

 a)received               b)contributed                 c)achieved                    d)spent  

4-Our English teacher asked us to find some……………..about Shakespeare's life. 

a)industries             b)composers                   c)profiles                     d)ambitions 

5-Beethoven was a German……………. He wrote classical music. 

  a)recsearch            b)composer                    c)astronaut                    d)pot 
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  Ex.No.3                                                                                      Date:…………………..  

*Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  
1- If I become a petroleum engineer, I ………………stop oil fires. 

a) –don't have to                   b) –mustn't                        c) –should          d)-shouln't 

2- …………….do you spend laying the table for dinner? 

a) -How                                 b) –How long                      c)-When             d)-Where 

3-Eman should ………….her English homework daily.   

a) -writes                              b)-write                              c)-writing             d)-wrote 

 4- Mr. Ahmed…………………….work long hours in his old job.  

a) – has to                             b)-have to                           c)-had to             d)-has 

5- We ……………….to wait for along time in the airport yesterday. 

a) – didn't have to               b)-doesn't have to              c)-have to            d)-has to 

6-You look tired. Why don't you ………………..to the doctor? 

a)going                                b)go                                     c)went                  d)goes  

**********************************************************************  

Ex.No.4                                                                          Date:………………….. 

:Do as required* 

  1-Amira is a doctor, she ( have to ) wear a white coat.           (Correct the verb) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

  2-My father has a big sheep farm.                                          (Make negative)   

…………………………………………………………………………… 

  3- I spend thirty minutes surfing the net.                              (Ask a question) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

  4- Yesterday, I ( lay) the table for lunch.                             (Correct the verb) 

    ………………………………………………………………………….. 

  5- Huda should help her little brother to walk .                            (Make negative) 

   …………………………………………………………………………. 

  6- Yes, I( have to) spend two hours out last week.                   (Correct the verb) 
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Ex.No.5                                                                                     Date:…………………. 

 -Write what you would say in the following situations:.*  

1) Your friend walks on the flower beds. 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

2) Your sister says  "I'm quite imaginative but I'm a bit lazy. 

   ………………………………………………………………………….. 

3) Your brother says" I want to do a research a bout the planets". 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

4) One of your friends says," I want to be a scientist". 

   ………………………………………………………………………….. 

5) Your sister makes a lot of noise. 

    …………………………………………………………………………. 

Ex.No.6                                                                                     Date:………………….. 

-Answer the following questions:*  

1) What are your hobbies? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………. 

  2) What should you do to be a good scientist? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………… 

   3) What is a Nobel Prize? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………. 

   4)Why do some scientists get the Nobel Prize?  

   …………………………………………………………………………………. 

   5) What did Ahmed Zuwail win the Nobel Prize in? 

   …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6) How do you spend your free time? 

      …………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Ex.No.1                                                                                         Date:………………….. 

spaces with the most suitable words from the list:Fill in the *   

(deposit – crushed–source– containers – reuse –store - aside ) 
1) I go to the library to get information. It's the ……………of knowledge. 

2) The rain left a ………………of dust on the windows. 

3) The car was completely…………...........in the accident last night. 

4) Merchants ……………goods in special places to sell them later. 

5) I always keep food in……………..in the fridge. 

6) I don't need these things, keep them ........................................ . 

  ********************************************************************* 

Ex.No.2                                                                                        Date:…………………… 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: *   

1- My sister always gives us ……………….....ideas to  solve our problems . 

 a)delicious                          b)brilliant                      c)steep                       d)worried 

2- Do you know how to ………………..this machine? 

 a)operate                           b)flow                            c)find                          d) worry 

3-Are you going to vote for the new………………………  . 

 a)solution                          b)pump                         c)mayor                       d)coal 

4-……………...............helps us to produce electricity from wind. 

a)turbine                           b)windmill                    c)pipeline                        d)lorry 

5-Our grandparents used to get water by using…………….. 

a)supply                            b)hill                             c)waterpumps              d)mayor 

 

 

\************************************************************************* 
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Ex.No.3                                                                                   Date:………………….. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d : * 

1- Mona suddenly got ……………..her car and drove a way. 

a) - on                              b)-into                            c)-away from                 d)-for 

2-My father got the car  …………….......... of the garage  

a)- at                               b)- in                               c)-on                               d)-out of 

3-The plane ………………..London has just arrived. 

a)- in                               b)- into                           c)-from                           d)-on 

4-This is a very big table. It's made……………iron.  

a)-away from                 b)- on                             c)-in                                d)-of 

5-Look the books are over there………….the third shelf. 

a)-on                              b) – in                             c)-into                            d)-for 

6-Kuwait lies …………..Asia. 

a)-from                         b)-out of                          c)-in                              d)-away from                   

*************************************************************************  

Ex.No.4                                                                                Date:………………….. 

: requiredDo as * 

1- What are  you ( do) this evening  ?                                                            (Correct the verb) 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

  2- The tourists can speak a lot of languages,………………………..?   ( Tag question) 

  3- Ali mustn't climb the mountain,,……………………….?                 (Tag question) 

  4- The plane took four hours to arrive to India.                                 (Make a question) 

....................................................................................................................... 

  5- If we (not eat) much sweets, we will be fit.                                  (Correct the verb) 

   ………………………………………………………………………. 

  6- They ( play ) football this afternoon.                                         ( Correct the verb ) 

   ………………………………………………………………………  

7- If we use the computer, our life  ( be) better .                               ( correct the verb )   

...........................................................................................................................................                                                                                                     
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  *********************************************************************** 

Ex.No.5                                                                                   Date:………………….. 

*-Write what you would say in the following situations:-  

1) Your sister always throws empty plastic containers away. 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

2) Someone says "water gives us energy". 

   ………………………………………………………………………….. 

3) Your friend says "wind power is non-renewable energy". 

   …………………………………………………………………………. 

4) Your sister says" I'm going to recycle these papers". 

    …………………………………………………………………………. 

************************************************************************* 
Ex.No.6                                                                                  Date:………………….. 

-following questions:Answer the *  

1) Mention two ways of saving water. 

    a-……………………….                               b-……………………………… 

  2) Why is it important to reuse materials? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………… 

   3) What are the main parts of computer? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………. 

4) What does renewable mean? 

     ………………………………………………………………………………….  

   5) Mention some renewable sources of energy? 

   …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6) Where can we find coal, oil and nature gas? 

      …………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Ex.No.1                                                                                         Date:………………….. 

Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:*   

      ( flood – tiny – thermometer – download – rainy )   

1-You can use my ……………………to measure your temperature. 

2- The weather was so stormy and rainy so the town was destroyed by the…………….. 

3-Although the bee is a …………..insect, but it's very useful. 

4-The …………..season in Kuwait is in December and January. 

5-"Hotmail" doesn't work on my PC. I have to……………..it again from the internet. 

 

  Date:…………………..    Ex.No.2 

*Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  

1- Cars, lorries and factories cause a lot of…………….. 

a) - pollution                           b)-coast                        c)-ice caps             d)-floods 

2-The weather is …………..today, why don't we go to the beach?. 

a)- rainy                                 b)- stormy                     c)-sunny                d)-cloudy 

3-We must work hard to keep our ………………….clean. 

a)- wells                                b)- environment             c)-weather            d)-polar 

4-People who live in the desert get water from the ……………  

a)-polar                              b) - weather                       c)-coast               d)-well 

5-No one can ……………….what might happen in the future. 

a)-predict                           b) – obey                           c)-rise                  d)-turn into 

 

 
Ex.No.3                                                                                         Date:………………….. 

*Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:   
  1-In China 30 million people ………….become homeless after fifty years. 

a)- shall                           b)- must                        c)-may                d)-mustn't 

 2-It ……………..be sunny tomorrow. Rain may fall. 

a)-will                            b)- won't                        c)-could              d)-can 
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 3-They didn't study well…………….they didn't pass the exam. 

a)-but                           b)-so                                c)-either              d)-however 

 4-If I've a lot of money, I'll buy a mobile…………..a laptop. 

a)-but                          b) - and                           c)-so                     d)-because 

 5- Sara likes pizza…………….she doesn't like fish. 

a) - and                      b)-but                              c)-so                     d)-or 

 ************************************************************************* 
 
Ex.No.4                                                                                        Date:…………………..  

* Do as required:  
 1-The weather is cloudy and snowy today.                                   (Ask a question) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 2- I drink a bottle of juice every morning                                       (Ask a question) 

   …………………………………………………………………………. 

 3-  Ali will travel abroad the next holiday .                                   (Make negative) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 4- My mother is calling me. I ( answer) her.                               (Correct the verb) 

  …………………………………………………………………………… 

 5- If it ( rain), I won't  go out .                                       (Correct the verb) 

  ………………………………………………………………………………… 

************************************************************************** 

Ex.No.5                                                                                       Date:………………….. 

*Write what you would say in the following situations:-  

 1) Your friend says " we should keep the environment clean".. 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

  2) Someone said that we will read e-books in the future. 

   ……………………………………………………………………….. 

  3) Your brother told you that the weather is nice. 

  …………………………………………………………………………. 

  4) Your friend says," There will be much water in the future." 

    …………………………………………………………………………. 
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************************************************************************** 

Ex.No.6                                                                                        Date:………………….. 

-Answer the following questions:*  

1) How can we slow down global warming? 

      …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2) Mention two problems that affect our earth. 

      a)…………………..                          b)……………………………… 

   3) What is the weather like today? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………. 

   4)Why are water, food and air polluted? 

     ………………………………………………………………………………….  

   5) How can robots help us? 

   …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6) What will happen if the sea gets warmer? 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………  

7) How will life be different in the future  

........................................................................................................................................ 
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Reading Comprehension(1) 

Date:....................... 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
        People's problems are different in different parts of the world . In many European 
countries , the number of people is getting smaller . The birth rate is very low because many 
young people have only one child or none at all . 
      In some Arab countries , the number of people doubling every twenty four years .  
Many families continue to have large numbers of children . Parents like to have children to 
look after them  when they become old and to help them with their work . 
      However , better medical services have helped to increase people's age . The size of the 
family is connected  with the level of women's education . If more girls had gone to school 
in the last twenty years , family size in Arab countries wouldn't have continued to be so big . 
 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1 – The most suitable title for the passage is : ……………………………………….. 

a) Food problems      b) People's problems       c) Education     d) health problems 
 

2– The underlined word " them " in paragraph  "  2 " refers to : ………………………… 
a) parents                    b) people                       c) children            d)families 
 

3– The underlined word " connected " in paragraph "  3 " means   ……………………… 
a) Different from        b) continued to               c) related to        d)Different in 
 

 
B) Answer the following questions: 
4- Why is the number of people getting smaller in Europe? 

................................................................................................................................... 

 

5- What do medical services help to do? 

................................................................................................................................... 
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(2)Reading Comprehension  

Date:....................... 
Read the following passage then answer the questions bellow: 
          It's not quite right to think that school is only a place for learning languages , Maths , 
Science and other subjects . Pupils come to school to learn about life and about the world  
they live in . At school , They learn how to work and play with others who may be different 
from them and meet some of their best friends . In some countries , schools are open for the 
pupils to practice their favourite hobbies at the weekends . 
        School life also teaches pupils discipline . You can't do all what you want to do at 
school . There are rules which you have to follow and laws to obey . You spend a great part 
of your time at school , so you should help make it better . you should keep your school 
clean and tidy . 
 

A) Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d: 
1 – The best title for the passage is …………………………… . 

a)   The different languages                                       b) The importance of schools      
c) Favorite hobbies                                               d)The different subjects 
 

2 – The underlined word ( They ) in paragraph(  1)   refers to :- 
a) Pupils                           b) teachers            c) Schools                  d) languages 
 

3– The word ( different ) in paragraph (  1)   means:  
a) similar                         b) familiar           c) unlike                     d) like 
 

  
B) Answer the following questions: 

1-Why do some schools open at the weekend? 

  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-What does school life teach pupils? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Composition 1: 
      Oil is important in our life. We can't live without it.  
       Write two paragraphs of 8 sentences about oil. 
The following guide words and ideas  may help you: 
     *The description of oil: Thick – liquid – tiny – animals – important 
     * The importance of oil: non-renewable – energy – Kuwait – rich in – money. 

Oil 
                       …………………………………………………………………………………. 

……….........................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................. 
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Composition 2: 
    Life in the future will be completely different. 
   Write two paragraphs of 8 sentences about “life in the future”. 
The following guide words and ideas may help you: 
  *Life in the future: life – different – easier – comfortable – prediction - everywhere. 
  *Possible things in the future : cars – robots –  
mini-computers – medicine – e-books. 

Life in the future 
                  …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…….............................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................... 
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Spelling 

Ex.1                                                                                                Date:......................... 
*Correct the spelling of the underlined words: 

1- He has an a_biti_n to be a famous c_mpo_er. 
          ................................           .......................................... 
2- Ahmed Zuwail won the Nobel p_i_e because he is br_llia_t scientist.. 
           .................................            ........................................ 
 
************************************************************************** 
Ex.2                                                                                                Date:......................... 
*Correct the spelling of the underlined words: 

1- Any watre p_mp needs energy to oper _te. 
  ………………………..                       ……………………………. 
2-Wind power is a ren_wable  so_rce of energy. 
  ………………………..                      ……………………………. 
Ex.3                                                                                               Date:......................... 
 
*Write the long/ short form of the following:-  

1- did not =................................... 

2- Dr.      =...................................... 

3- we will =....................................... 

4- they'd =.................................... … 

**************************************************************************. 

Ex.4                                                                                                 Date:......................... 
*Combine the following:- 
 
1- peace + ful     =.................................. 

2- theory + s       =.................................. 

3- operate + ing =.................................... 

4- win + er         =................................. 

 

************************************************************************** 
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ElevenUnit   

Ex.No.1                                                                                         Date:…………………..  

Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:*   

(deposit – crushed–source– containers – reuse –store - aside ) 
1) I go to the library to get information. It's the ……………of knowledge. 

2) The rain left a ………………of dust on the windows. 

3) The car was completely…………...........in the accident last night. 

4) Merchants ……………goods in special places to sell them later. 

5) I always keep food in……………..in the fridge. 

6) I don't need these things, keep them ........................................ . 

  ********************************************************************* 

Ex.No.2                                                                                        Date:…………………… 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: *   

1- My sister always gives us ……………….....ideas to  solve our problems . 

 a)delicious                          b)brilliant                      c)steep                       d)worried 

2- Do you know how to ………………..this machine? 

 a)operate                           b)flow                            c)find                          d) worry 

3-Are you going to vote for the new………………………  . 

 a)solution                          b)pump                         c)mayor                       d)coal 

4-……………...............helps us to produce electricity from wind. 

a)turbine                           b)windmill                    c)pipeline                        d)lorry 

5-Our grandparents used to get water by using…………….. 

a)supply                            b)hill                             c)waterpumps              d)mayor 

 

 

\************************************************************************* 
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Ex.No.3                                                                                   Date:………………….. 

*Choose the correct answer from a, b ,c and d :  

1- Mona suddenly got ……………..her car and drove a way. 

a) - on                              b)-into                            c)-away from                 d)-for 

2-My father got the car  …………….......... of the garage  

a)- at                               b)- in                               c)-on                               d)-out of 

3-The plane ………………..London has just arrived. 

a)- in                               b)- into                           c)-from                           d)-on 

4-This is a very big table. It's made……………iron.  

a)-away from                 b)- on                             c)-in                                d)-of 

5-Look the books are over there………….the third shelf. 

a)-on                              b) – in                             c)-into                            d)-for 

6-Kuwait lies …………..Asia. 

a)-from                         b)-out of                          c)-in                              d)-away from                   

************************************************************************* 

Ex.No.4                                                                                Date:…………………..  

Do as required: * 

1- What are  you ( do) this evening  ?                                                            (Correct the verb) 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

  2- The tourists can speak a lot of languages,………………………..?   ( Tag question) 

  3- Ali mustn't climb the mountain,,……………………….?                 (Tag question) 

  4- The plane took four hours to arrive to India.                                 (Make a question) 

....................................................................................................................... 

  5- If we (not eat) much sweets, we will be fit.                                  (Correct the verb) 

   ………………………………………………………………………. 

  6- They ( play ) football this afternoon.                                         ( Correct the verb ) 

   ………………………………………………………………………  

7- If we use the computer, our life  ( be) better .                               ( correct the verb )   

...........................................................................................................................................                                                                                                     
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  *********************************************************************** 

Ex.No.5                                                                                   Date:………………….. 

*-Write what you would say in the following situations:-  

1) Your sister always throws empty plastic containers away. 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

2) Someone says "water gives us energy". 

   ………………………………………………………………………….. 

3) Your friend says "wind power is non-renewable energy". 

   …………………………………………………………………………. 

4) Your sister says" I'm going to recycle these papers". 

    …………………………………………………………………………. 

************************************************************************* 
Ex.No.6                                                                                  Date:………………….. 

-Answer the following questions:* 

1) Mention two ways of saving water.  

    a-……………………….                               b-……………………………… 

  2) Why is it important to reuse materials? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………… 

   3) What are the main parts of computer? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………. 

4) What does renewable mean? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………. 

   5) Mention some renewable sources of energy?  

   …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6) Where can we find coal, oil and nature gas? 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………   
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Unit Twelve  

Ex.No.1                                                                                         Date:…………………..  

Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:*   

      ( flood – tiny – thermometer – download – rainy )   

1-You can use my ……………………to measure your temperature. 

2- The weather was so stormy and rainy so the town was destroyed by the…………….. 

3-Although the bee is a …………..insect, but it's very useful. 

4-The …………..season in Kuwait is in December and January. 

5-"Hotmail" doesn't work on my PC. I have to……………..it again from the internet. 

 

  Date:…………………..    Ex.No.2 

*Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  

1- Cars, lorries and factories cause a lot of…………….. 

a) - pollution                           b)-coast                        c)-ice caps             d)-floods 

2-The weather is …………..today, why don't we go to the beach?. 

a)- rainy                                 b)- stormy                     c)-sunny                d)-cloudy 

3-We must work hard to keep our ………………….clean. 

a)- wells                                b)- environment             c)-weather            d)-polar 

4-People who live in the desert get water from the ……………  

a)-polar                              b) - weather                       c)-coast               d)-well 

5-No one can ……………….what might happen in the future. 

a)-predict                           b) – obey                           c)-rise                  d)-turn into 

 

 
Ex.No.3                                                                                         Date:………………….. 

*Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:   
  1-In China 30 million people ………….become homeless after fifty years. 

a)- shall                           b)- must                        c)-may                d)-mustn't 

 2-It ……………..be sunny tomorrow. Rain may fall. 

a)-will                            b)- won't                        c)-could              d)-can 
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 3-They didn't study well…………….they didn't pass the exam. 

a)-but                           b)-so                                c)-either              d)-however 

 4-If I've a lot of money, I'll buy a mobile…………..a laptop. 

a)-but                          b) - and                           c)-so                     d)-because 

 5- Sara likes pizza…………….she doesn't like fish. 

a) - and                      b)-but                              c)-so                     d)-or 

 ************************************************************************* 
 
Ex.No.4                                                                                        Date:………………….. 

* Do as required:  
 1-The weather is cloudy and snowy today.                                   (Ask a question) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 2- I drink a bottle of juice every morning                                       (Ask a question) 

   …………………………………………………………………………. 

 3-  Ali will travel abroad the next holiday .                                   (Make negative) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 4- My mother is calling me. I ( answer) her.                               (Correct the verb) 

  …………………………………………………………………………… 

 5- If it ( rain), I won't  go out .                                       (Correct the verb) 

  ………………………………………………………………………………… 

Ex.No.5                                                                                       Date:………………….. 

*Write what you would say in the following situations:-  

 1) Your friend says " we should keep the environment clean".. 

    ………………………………………………………………………… 

  2) Someone said that we will read e-books in the future. 

   ……………………………………………………………………….. 

  3) Your brother told you that the weather is nice. 

  …………………………………………………………………………. 

  4) Your friend says," There will be much water in the future." 

    …………………………………………………………………………. 

************************************************************************** 
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Ex.No.6                                                                                        Date:………………….. 

-uestions:Answer the following q* 

1) How can we slow down global warming?  

      …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2) Mention two problems that affect our earth. 

      a)…………………..                          b)……………………………… 

   3) What is the weather like today? 

      ………………………………………………………………………………. 

   4)Why are water, food and air polluted? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………. 

   5) How can robots help us?  

   …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6) What will happen if the sea gets warmer? 

      …………………………………………………………………………………… 

7) How will life be different in the future   

........................................................................................................................................ 
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Reading Comprehension(1) 

Date:....................... 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
        People's problems are different in different parts of the world . In many European 
countries , the number of people is getting smaller . The birth rate is very low because many 
young people have only one child or none at all . 
      In some Arab countries , the number of people doubling every twenty four years .  
Many families continue to have large numbers of children . Parents like to have children to 
look after them  when they become old and to help them with their work . 
      However , better medical services have helped to increase people's age . The size of the 
family is connected  with the level of women's education . If more girls had gone to school 
in the last twenty years , family size in Arab countries wouldn't have continued to be so big . 
 
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1 – The most suitable title for the passage is : ……………………………………….. 

a) Food problems      b) People's problems       c) Education     d) health problems 
 

2– The underlined word " them " in paragraph  "  2 " refers to : ………………………… 
a) parents                    b) people                       c) children            d)families 
 

3– The underlined word " connected " in paragraph "  3 " means   ……………………… 
a) Different from        b) continued to               c) related to        d)Different in 
 

 
B) Answer the following questions: 
4- Why is the number of people getting smaller in Europe? 

................................................................................................................................... 

 

5- What do medical services help to do? 

................................................................................................................................... 
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Reading Comprehension(2) 

Date:....................... 
Read the following passage then answer the questions bellow: 
          It's not quite right to think that school is only a place for learning languages , Maths , 
Science and other subjects . Pupils come to school to learn about life and about the world  
they live in . At school , They learn how to work and play with others who may be different 
from them and meet some of their best friends . In some countries , schools are open for the 
pupils to practice their favourite hobbies at the weekends . 
        School life also teaches pupils discipline . You can't do all what you want to do at 
school . There are rules which you have to follow and laws to obey . You spend a great part 
of your time at school , so you should help make it better . you should keep your school 
clean and tidy . 
 

A) Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d: 
1 – The best title for the passage is …………………………… . 

a)   The different languages                                       b) The importance of schools      
c) Favorite hobbies                                               d)The different subjects 
 

2 – The underlined word ( They ) in paragraph(  1)   refers to :- 
a) Pupils                           b) teachers            c) Schools                  d) languages 
 

3– The word ( different ) in paragraph (  1)   means:  
a) similar                         b) familiar           c) unlike                     d) like 
 

  
B) Answer the following questions: 

1-Why do some schools open at the weekend? 

  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-What does school life teach pupils? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Composition 1: 
      Oil is important in our life. We can't live without it.  
       Write two paragraphs of 8 sentences about oil. 
The following guide words and ideas  may help you: 
     *The description of oil: Thick – liquid – tiny – animals – important 
     * The importance of oil: non-renewable – energy – Kuwait – rich in – money. 

Oil 
                       …………………………………………………………………………………. 

……….........................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................. 
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Composition 2: 
    Life in the future will be completely different. 
   Write two paragraphs of 8 sentences about “life in the future”. 
The following guide words and ideas may help you: 
  *Life in the future: life – different – easier – comfortable – prediction - everywhere. 
  *Possible things in the future : cars – robots –  
mini-computers – medicine – e-books. 

Life in the future 
                  …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…….............................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................... 
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Spelling 

Ex.1                                                                                                Date:......................... 
*Correct the spelling of the underlined words: 

1- He has an a_biti_n to be a famous c_mpo_er. 
          ................................           .......................................... 
2- Ahmed Zuwail won the Nobel p_i_e because he is br_llia_t scientist.. 
           .................................            ........................................ 
 
************************************************************************** 
Ex.2                                                                                                Date:......................... 
*Correct the spelling of the underlined words: 

1- Any watre p_mp needs energy to oper _te. 
  ………………………..                       ……………………………. 
2-Wind power is a ren_wable  so_rce of energy. 
  ………………………..                      ……………………………. 
Ex.3                                                                                               Date:......................... 
 
*Write the long/ short form of the following:-  

1- did not =................................... 

2- Dr.      =...................................... 

3- we will =....................................... 

4- they'd =.................................... … 

**************************************************************************. 

Ex.4                                                                                                 Date:......................... 
*Combine the following:- 
 
1- peace + ful     =.................................. 

2- theory + s       =.................................. 

3- operate + ing =.................................... 

4- win + er         =................................. 

 

************************************************************************** 

   

 


